
PART 2: HD600 BLACK SILK vs SILVER METALLIC SCREEN by elQuixote 

 

INTRO 
At almost 24 years old now the HD600 needs no introduction, although perhaps a bit of a history lesson 
in its revisions could be beneficial. Introduced in 1997 as the successor to the HD580, the HD600 started 
its initial production runs with the same black silk acoustic screen covering as the later production 
Raised Plate 580 (See 580 comparison). Throughout its production cycle, the 600 was changed to a silver 
metallic mesh acoustic cover around the same time as the 650 did, between 2006 and 2007, so a nearly 
10-year production run. While both models remained identical aesthetically, there were some rumblings 
and whispers about the changes these screens produced in the sound. The two models we are 
evaluating are an early production model Irish made black silk 600 (fabr nr. 40k, sometime between 
1997-2000) which contained the early version of the driver (light-yellow voice coil wire and brass ring in 
magnet assembly, see picture below) and a later production Irish made silver screen model (fabr nr. 
unknown but probably somewhere between 2007-2013 *need to check date with the bright red colored 
voice wire and no brass ring). Lately there has been a resurgence of interest in these black silk models, 
with claims that they sound “completely different” and are “rarer” with current used prices being driven 
well into the $400-500 range, when typically used HD600 would sell in the ~$200-300 range regardless 
of acoustic material. So, let us see if the meme holds true.  

 



Timeline 
Below is an estimated timeline of the production run for the HD600. 

 
(Credit to k4rstar for his research here) 

• 1997: Release of HD600. Black box with orange 'For Digital' label. Black silk acoustic screens. 
Lightly colored voice coil wire. Brass ring in magnet assembly. 

• 2002-2003: HD600 changes to darker, red colored voice coil wire. Still has the brass ring in 
magnet assembly. 

• 2003: Release of HD650. Packaged in a silver box with blue 'Reference Class' label. Black silk 
acoustic screens with a dark red colored voice coil wire. 

• 2006-2007: Both HD600 and HD650 are updated to silver mesh acoustic screens. Brass ring 
disappears from HD600 magnet assembly.  

• 2012-2013: Packaging is updated to new style Sennheiser boxes which are consistent across 
their product line. Sound may have changed from original silver mesh models. 

• 2016: Release of Massdrop HD6XX collaboration.  
• 2019: Manufacturing moves from Ireland to Romania. New packaging, paint jobs, cables. 



SPECS 
• Release: 1997 
• Current Status: In Production 
• Driver: Dynamic diaphragm  
• Frequency Characteristic: Diffuse field compensated 
• Frequency Response: 10Hz-41,000Hz 
• Headphone Type: Open back over the ear 
• Headphone Caliper Pressure: ~2.5 N 
• Sensitivity at 1kHz: 97dB *Sensitivity is known to vary throughout on different variants 
• Impedance: 300 Ohm 
• THD: <= 0.1% 
• Weight: 260g 
• Cable Length: 3 meters  
• Jack Plug: 1/4" (6.3 mm) stereo jack plug with 3.5 mm adapter 

DESIGN 

 



 
(Credit to buzzinghive on AudioMart) 

The original version of these headphones came packed in a black display box which contained the 
headphones, stock cable and pamphlets wrapped by an outer corrugated black box where you could 
typically find the product number along with the fabr nr. The initial version was a speckled blue-grey 
marbled “countertop” version with the later Romanian made models post 2019 sporting a solid matte 
grey color. While these headphones are made of entirely plastic for the exception of the metal grills, 
they feel quite sturdy and well built. In typical Sennheiser fashion, you can expect easy user replaceable 
parts with minimal failure points.  

COMFORT 
I find the HD600 super comfortable, along with all the other 6x0 variants. Initially the clamp is very tight 
and could be too much for some, especially if you have a large head. If you attempt to adjust the clamp 
pressure be sure to do it the correct way, by extending the headband and only bending slightly at the 
metal arm center (link video). Pads are extremely comfortable and while I find the headband padding 
comfortable, I prefer the style of the 650 headband. Pads and foam should be replaced whenever 
necessary, especially since worn pads will drastically affect the sound. Both earpads and headband foam 
are sold by Sennheiser and other distributors so finding them is extremely easy, although a bit pricey 
coming in at around $50 for the pad replacement. 



ACOUSTIC SCREENS 

Black Silk screen (Image Credit Headphonesty)

 

Silver Screen made of stainless steel as far as I can tell. 



TESTING 

 

SOURCES 

• Bryston BHA-1 
• Dangerous Music Convert 2 
• JBL M-Patch 2 
• Stock 650 cable (stock 600 cable is quite bad) 
• New Pads on all models 

TEST TRACKS / ALBUMS 

• Alive – Michael Kobrin 
• Kiss in Blue – Yello 
• Live in Paris – Diana Krall 
• Piano in Glassworks: I Philip Glass 
• Fear Inoculum – Tool 
• Iron Sky – Paolo Nutini 
• Inception: Time – Hans Zimmer 
• Sleepless Nights - 9th Wonder / Kamasi 

Washington  

• Read My Mind – Lianna La Havas 
• Moonlight – Death from Above 1979 
• Simmer – Hayley Williams 
• Give Life Back to Music – Daft Punk 
• Fresh Laundry – Allie X 
• The Adults are Talking – The Strokes 
• Wandering – Yosi Horikawa 
• Everybody Loves the Sunshine – Takuya Kuroda 
• Ain’t No Sunshine – Jose James 

 



SOUND 

BASS 

 Common Character 

Bass on the 600 is honest although rolled off starting from what sounds like 100 HZ or so and 
while not being what this headphone excels at it is still quite good. Given the sub bass roll off 
and a very slight mid bass hump, the 600 will thump with the right tracks. The bass is not overly 
colored like the 650 but it is still present and represented quite well. Piano in Glassworks: I. 
Opening is fantastic along with Fly me to the moon & Deed I do (Live in Paris) jazz and live grand 
piano sections are simply exquisite. The bass can be characterized as sitting in the middle of a 
spectrum between both its older sibling (the 580) and its younger sibling (650) in terms of body 
and fullness, especially in the mid-bass. 

 Differences 

There seems to be nuanced differences here with silver screen model seeming a bit more 
congested here and while I am not exactly sure what is causing this my guess would be due to 
the midrange and layering differences. 

MIDRANGE 

 Common Character 

Not surprisingly, the midrange is where these headphones shine, vocals are present, clear, well 
separated from the mix, and extremely enjoyable with a good amount of energy behind them 
without being harsh. This is the area which best defines the timbre of this headphone, which is 
in one word, amazing. Acoustic guitars sound natural and electric guitars have exactly right 
amount of bite and forwardness to them. In Michael Korbin’s Alive track, the striking of guitar 
strings is simply beautiful and while the midrange is not overly resolving, at this price point it is 
unbeatable.  

 Differences 

This is an area where the differences become a bit more apparent, especially in the upper 
midrange. The (ep) black silk is smoother across the transition from midrange to the upper 
midrange portraying a more refined sound with better micro dynamics and texture. The silver 
screen 600 appears to have a bit more bite and energy here (as well as in the lower treble) 
which can (only in comparison to the (ep) black silk) appear overly forward, closed in and 
sometimes bordering on harsh. There is a smoothness or lushness to the midrange which is 
more reminiscent of the 650 on the (ep) black silk which makes it quite a bit more enjoyable 
than the silver screen model.  

 
 
 



TREBLE 
 Common Character 

Treble here is quite good with more energy than its younger sibling the 650 in the lower treble 
which I appreciate. The presence region comes up quite nicely before gradually dipping down in 
mid treble region (~7k). Cymbals have the right amount of bite and decay to them making it 
quite enjoyable with the right amount of sparkle, not being overly colored, exaggerated or 
veiled in any way.  

 Differences 

As mentioned earlier, the lower treble or presence region (4-6k) seem to be more forward in the 
silver screen model. Instruments have a bit more presence here and vocals are not as separated 
in the mix as in the (ep) black silk model. Highs on the silver screen model are certainly more 
sparkly making it quite engaging.  

INTANGIBLES 

Stage is, to no one’s surprise very intimate, therefore the sense of space is not as open as some people 
would like. However, this is certainly due to the to upper mid-range forwardness allowing the vocals to 
take center stage here. The silver screen model is more forward, vocals seem closer and less separated 
from the mix. Layering depth is better on the (ep) black silk, with a more transparent image across each 
layer the further back the stage we go. The silver screen model presents sound in a more aggressive way 
and feels less refined than the early (ep) black silk version. The initial attack and transients seem a bit 
sharper in comparison to the (ep) black silk although very subtle.  

Silver Screen 600 

• Slightly congested while also more energetic and crisper  
• Grainy in a way which masks some of the micro-dynamics/texture of the instruments 
• Not as spacious sounding with a compressed sense of space and lack of image depth 

probably due to the forwardness / grain 

Early Production Black Silk 600 

• Smoother, slightly warmer, more open sound with better separation and lack of grain. 

MEASUREMENTS 
• WILL UPDATE W/ MEASUREMENTS ONCE I HAVE RIG (CURRENT EARS DIED) 

 

 



VERDICT 
While there is no doubt these are both HD600, there does appear to be a noticeable difference in how 
the sound is portrayed in these revisions. The (ep) black silk model seems to have a more refined 
smoother sound, with slightly better layering and depth than its later silver screen counterpart which 
undoubtedly has an upper mid / low treble emphasis which at times can seem a bit too forward. I have 
enjoyed the sound of the (ep) black silk 600 more and will keep it in my collection. However, the current 
used market prices are overly inflated for these black silk models and while there is a difference, I am 
not sure that it is worth the premium price they are currently commanding, especially since some 
people might prefer the brighter tuning of the silver screen model. I am curious, since this is an early 
production driver which had a much shorter production run, if the middle production driver with the 
bright red voice coils would be the middle ground in terms of tunning between the (ep) black silk and 
the later production silver screen model. 

TLDR 
The (ep) black silk model exhibits a smoother more refined sound with an open sense of space, with the 
perfect balance of smoothness and energy. With the later silver screen model there seems to have been 
a departure in how the sound is presented, with a more forward, aggressive, and colored sound on both 
ends of the spectrum which will be the preferred tunning for some people.  It should be noted that the 
black silk model was roughly in production from 1997 – 2006, a span of nearly 10 years with fabr nr. well 
into the 6 figures of production runs so a black silk 600 is not rare and should be relatively easy to find in 
the used market from time to time. While I admittedly overpaid for these sets for the purpose of this 
exercise, for this model I am ok with that, for the others well…. let us see. 

BOTTOM LINE 
It is all irrelevant, I do not know why the fuck you bothered reading this when the 580 is the GOAT…. 
[Part 3 - 650](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_650Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

 

http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_650Series_AcousticScreens.pdf


BREAKDOWNS 
Sennheiser 6X0 Series Acoustic Screen Breakdown 

[Part 1 - 580](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_580Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

[Part 2 - 600](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_600Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

[Part 3 - 650](http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_650Series_AcousticScreens.pdf) 

Early Hifiman Legends  

[EARLY HIFIMAN LEGENDS HE4-HE5-HE6](http://audioslams.com/audio/HFM_EarlyLegends.pdf) 

OTHER 
Thank you to everyone that provided feedback and support along the way, you know who you are. 

 

http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_580Series_AcousticScreens.pdf
http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_600Series_AcousticScreens.pdf
http://audioslams.com/audio/6XOBreakdown_650Series_AcousticScreens.pdf
http://audioslams.com/audio/HFM_EarlyLegends.pdf
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